Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

22

RB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)

Ingram, Mark

DOB (Age)

Scout Name (Last, First)

12/21/89 (28)

DiRienzo, Jason

COLLEGE

YEAR - RD - TEAM

TEAM

Alabama (ALUN)

11 - 28th - NO

New Orleans Saints

Games Played

Games Started

94

58

INJURIES
KEY STATS

63

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

5100

215

4.62

1.62

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION
SCHEME FIT

Positions Started

Captain

RB

No

67%

2011 – Heel Bruise (Missed week 8 & 9) (Missed weeks 15 – 17 with Turf Toe) 2013 – Missed
weeks 3-6 and week 8 with Toe Strain 2014 – Missed weeks 3- 5 with hand fracture 2015 – Went
on injured reserve as of week 14 with a shoulder injury 2016 –Suffered a concussion in week 10
and was able to play in week 12
2017 - Accounted for 26% of team TDs/ 54% of team rushing yards and 25% of total team
offensive production

Height

TAPES VIEWED

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

MEASURABLES
Arm
Hand
Vert

30.75

9 1/2

31.5

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.13

4.62

118

21

2017: DET 10/15, @GB 10/22, CHI 10/29, TB 11/15, @BUF 11/12
Play Strength, Patience, Competitive Toughness, Pass Catching
Ball Security, Creativity, AA, Burst
A solid starting RB that benefits from being in a role. A good complimentary back is how he excels.
Can be used as a reliable receiver in short yardage situations.
Has the size, play strength and vision to be productive in a Gap/Power run scheme that
emphasizes the passing game.

SUMMARY
Started 58 out of 94 games in his seven-year NFL career. Drafted 28rd overall in 2011 by the New Orleans Saints. Played
under HC Sean Payton and OC Pete Carmichael all seven years in an Air Coryell, vertical offense with a strong inside run
scheme. Played as a role type RB his entire career except for 2014 and 2015 when he was the primary RB in the Saints
offense. Shared the backfield with rookie Alvin Kamara and played on 55% of offensive snaps while Kamara played on
45%. Used in IZ/OZ, Singleback & doubleback sets, OZ stretch and on the goal line including other short yardage
situations. Good height and weight with good muscular thickness in lower body. Solid mental processing, reads the
defense and understands safety assignments prior to snap. Shows good patience, allows the center/guard to set up gap
assignments/reads the second level defenders prior to committing to gap assignment/ processes defenders angle of
pursuit in OZ/OZ Stretch to cutback and redirect to a new gap if needed. Solid COD/ plants-and-goes with the ability to
drop his weight and show good ankle flexion to cut with solid suddenness in the second level. Good play strength, lowers
shoulders, leveraging lower body power to engage contact and break arm tackles and lower body tackles, keeping feet
moving through contact, displaying good competitive toughness to gain yards after contact/consistently falls forward
and shows toughness as a solid finisher. Good receiving ability out of the flat and on short routes within 5 yards. Uses
second and third level blocks to navigate through traffic to gain YAC. Solid pass protector, shows the willingness to
leverage play strength and sustain edge and interior impact with good balance and body control. Marginal ball security,
has 10 fumbles in the last four years and 3 in 2017. Two fumbles came in one game vs Chicago in week 8. Adequate
creativity as a runner when gaps close and defenders press. Displays adequate AA/ adequate burst and acceleration to
get to the perimeter on Stretch and OZ plays. Doesn’t trust speed to break to the edge on Run-Option plays, instead
breaks to gap C even when gap is compromised. Overall is a solid starting RB that benefits from being in a role. A good
complimentary back is how he excels. Has the size, play strength and vision to be productive in a Gap/Power run scheme
that emphasizes the passing game. Can be used as a reliable receiver in short yardage situations.

